JOIN OUR COMMUNITY OF FAM Founders.

Become a Charter Member.
BECOME A FAMFOUNDER

Your membership supports the education, awareness, and promotion for the broader public about the unique cultures, diversity, history, contributions and resilience of the First American Nations in Oklahoma today.

FAMFOUNDER CHARTER MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

$1,000 | Membership available through September 2021 and valid through September 2023

- Commemorative Tapestry Blanket* (Limited Edition)
- Subscription to First American Art Magazine
- Member previews for exhibit openings & special events
- 10% Members-only discount
  - FAMstore, FAMbistro, Restaurant, Classes, Camps & Workshops
- FAM Member Card (Unlimited museum admission during membership term)
- 2 Guest Passes

Your contribution, minus the fair market value of benefits received, may be tax deductible to the full extent permitted by law. You may decline to receive any part of your benefits to increase your tax-deductible amount.

“Pagråahunye - They First Came”
Designed by Kennetha Greenwood, Otoe & Missouria Tribes

Our diverse origin stories are connected by the elements from the great creation that surround us. We arrived by way of the sky and stars, emerged from below the earth and from the depths of the water. Some of our origins include the memory of the air that gave us our first breath. The fire is also at the center of many of our beginnings representing our life force. This guiding light within still travels with us today. The elements in this blanket reflect some of the unique individuality of the tribal regions. Blended together they honor our relationships with each other and our connection with the creation that continues to give us life.